T he th eo ry given in P a r t V IIA (1941) for a flat p la te h av in g a single e x te rn a l b o u n d a ry is here ex ten d e d to allow for in te rn a l bou n d aries (holes) a t w hich, as well as a t th e ex te rn a l b o u n d ary , eith e r tra c tio n s or d isplacem ents m a y be specified. Such holes en ta il ap preciable com plication, m ore especially w hen b o u n d a ry tra c tio n s are specified a n d do n o t form a n eq u ilib ratin g system a t each hole severally: 'o rth o d o x ' stu d ies (e.g. b y B ickley, G reen, H o w land, Jeffery) h av e been restric te d to sim ple shapes (e.g. one or m ore circular holes in a p la te hav in g infinite extension). B u t a n y shape can be tre a te d b y R e la x a tio n M ethods, w ith o u t excessive lab o u r a n d w ith all th e accu racy th a t h as p ra c tic a l valu e. A w orked exam ple (stresses in a loaded tie-bar) shows th a t holes m a y en ta il a cyclic form for A iry 's stress-
1.
P art V IIA of this series (Fox & Southwell 1941 ) dealt both with flexure and extension of flat elastic plates. Starting from a resume of accepted theory, it showed both kinds of straining to present the same computational problem, of which it distinguished two main cases:
Case ' A ' calls for solution of a biharmonic equation typified by ( Zbeing specified), together with boundary conditions (imposed on w) which specify displacements in the flexural, tractions in the extensional problem. Case ' B ' calls for solution of two simultaneous equations, typified by in which all quantities except u and v are specified, together with boundary con ditions (imposed on u and v) which specify displacements in the extensional, trac tions in the flexural problem. For these two cases Part V IIA proposed two different methods, both involving the relaxational technique. Either could deal with 'mixed' boundary conditions (specifying displacements at some points, tractions at others), and the question, which of the two is preferable, was left to the test of experience.
2.
Another m atter not discussed in Part V IIA is treated in the present paper: namely, the case presented when a plate is perforated so as to have internal boun daries (holes) a t which-as well as at its external boundary-either tractions or function x* 148 R. V. Southwell displacements are specified. Here too the flexural and the extensional problem are analogous so th at (when 'mixed' boundary conditions are excluded) two cases 'A ' and 'B ' ( §1) arise. Case 'B ' is not exemplified, being of rare occurrence in practice and because it presents no computational problem th at is not confronted in Case 'A '. Case 'A ' has practical importance, and in this paper is discussed in fuller detail: an extensional example (stresses in a loaded tie-bar) shows th at holes may entail a cyclic form for Airy's stress-function y.
The whole investigation would have had only academic interest if Relaxation Methods did not provide an alternative to orthodox biharmonic analysis, for in th at analysis holes entail such complication th at only the simplest shapes are tractable. By contrast, for Relaxation Methods all shapes are tractable with equal accuracy and with roughly equal labour (depending on the number of the holes). In bringing perforated plates within their range, this paper removes their one outstanding disadvantage as compared with the photo-elastic technique.
I. H oles in relation to Case 'A ' of th e flex u ra l problem 3.
In Case 'A ' of the flexural problem the aim is to determine the transverse deflexions ( w) of the middle surface, and from these the stresses. The governin equation is DVhv = Z(x,y) (D denoting the flexural rigidity), and the boundary conditions (usually) specify values of w, dwjdx and dwjdy. They may do this either ' absolutely ' (so th at at the outset all boundary values of w, dw/dx, dwjdy are know th a t at each internal boundary something in the nature of a clamp may operate to impose local variations of deflexion and of slope, the clamp itself being free to move under the action of known external actions. When the specification is 'absolute', internal boundaries present no special problem. When it is ' relative ', a displacement of its ' clamp ' defined by wcl = A + Bx+Cy (3) may require corresponding additions to w, dwjdx and dwjdy at an internal boundary, and we have the problem of determining the constants 4. Equation (1) being linear, solutions can be superposed. Accordingly we first examine the action of the clamp held fixed by imposing the relative displacements and (when we have solved the problem thus presented) deducing the consequent actions on the clamp from the boundary tractions. These tractions are given by (4) which are (6) of Part V II A.
G, H and N denote, respectiv of flexural moment, torsional moment and transverse (shearing) force, the senses being as shown in figure 1. The fact th at N and H cannot be specified separately was first explained by Kirchhoff (cf., e.g., Love 1927, p. 27) . The action of the clamp upon the plate will comprise a transverse force Z in the direction of z,and moments L and M about axes parallel to x and y, given by
in which the integrations are to be taken round the whole of the internal boundary. With G,H,N given their expressions (4), and when account is taken of the fact th at w and its differentials are single-valued, the expressions (5) can be identified with*
The orthodox approach
5.
For equilibrium of the clamp, external forces must operate to supply these actions which it transmits to the plate; so to the 'relative' displacements must be added displacements, due to movement of the clamp, such th at Z, L, M as given by (6) are the resultants of the known external actions ( § 3). In an orthodox treatm ent w would be found by a synthesis of (for one internal boundary) four partial solutions: that is, by writing w = w0 + A wa + B wb +Cwc
(where A, B, C are the constants so denoted in §3) and using (6) to deduce corre sponding expressions for Z, L, M of the type
These last give three equations by means of which A, B, C can be evaluated, and then all terms in (7) are known. In that expression w0 is the solution obtained when A = B = C = 0 in (3), so th at the clamp is fixed; wA is obtained by making = in (1) and A = 1, B = C = 0 i n (3); and so on. When there is more than one internal boundary, each clamp independently can undergo a rigid-body displacement, so N clamps entail 3N constants of the type A, B, C,all of which enter into 3N expressions of the type of (8). On this account the labour entailed is great when the plate has many holes.
The relaxational approach

6.
By contrast, Relaxation Methods dispense with this synthesis and obtain the wanted solution by a single computation. This is because the actions on a clamp can be ' liquidated ' by ' block displacements ' used in the usual way. Having the standard 'relaxation pattern', it is easy to deduce the changes made in Z, L, M by unit dis placement or rotations of the clamp as a whole: these are the 'block displacements' whereby Z, L and M are 'liquidated' a t the cost of new 'residuals' a t nodal points within the plate. Analogous treatm ent was employed in Part III (Christopherson & Southwell 1938) to solve the torsion problem of St Venant for a multiply-connected section.
R. V. Southwell
II. H oles in relation to Case 'A ' of th e extension al problem
7.
In Case 'A ' of the extensional problem, boundary tractions are specified, and the treatm ent recommended in P art V IIA entails a use of Airy's stress-function y. In all cases which have practical importance the body-forces can be derived from a potential fl. Then, the governing equation isf and the boundary conditions can be stated as imposing specified values on where
(the senses being as shown in figure 2 ). The mathematical problem is to determine X as defined by (9) and (11).
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Circumstances entailing cyclic constants 0y 0y 8. An immediate consequence of perforations is th at y, ^ > need not be single valued as (on the tacit assumption of a single boundary) they were shown to be in Part V II A, § 7. According to (11), on any closed boundary so 9y/8y is cyclic unless 11 = J{A" -pQ cos y)} ds,
-i.e. (by Green's transformation) unlesŝ Xvds -^p*^dxdy = when the surface integral is taken over the whole area of the plate. Equation (12) is satisfied when there is no internal boundary, for then the quantity on the right of (ii) must vanish for equilibrium. If on the other hand the plate is perforated, equilibrium requires (12) to be satisfied only when the contour integral relates to its whole perimeter: it need not hold in respect of any one internal boundary. Similarly, according to (11), on any closed boundary
so is cyclic unless
Equation (13) 
according to (11). When there is only an external boundary, Green's transformation can be used to show that
for equilibrium; so then this expression for x is single-valued. But (15) need not hold in respect of any one internal boundary; so there x as weH as dxldx and dxl'dy may be cyclic.
9.
To summarize, is cyclic unless (13), dxfiy unless (12), and x unless (15) is satisfied for each internal boundary severally. On any boundary for which (12) is satisfied, the total action has no resultant in the direction of on any for which (13) is satisfied, it has no resultant in the direction of y\ and on any for which (15) is satisfied, it has no resultant moment about Oz. Thus the relaxation process (since it requires the boundary values of dxfdx, dx/dy and y to be specified uniquely) will not be feasible unless the tractions at each internal boundary, severally, are selfequilibrating. If this condition is not satisfied in the problem as presented, the problem must be modified by removal of the cyclic part of x y F igube 3
Procedure for elimination of cyclic constants
10.
Consider in this connexion, and for the notation which is indicated in figure 3 , the functions « Xx = -^0 s i n 0 ,
all of which satisfy (9) with Q = 0-i.e. when no body-force is operative. The corre sponding stresses are single-valued and have no singularity except at the origin of co-ordinates, therefore make no contribution to (12), (13) or (15) in respect of any contour which does not enclose th a t point; but for each function one or more of X, 3y/0y is cyclic, as shown in table 1. In th a t table X, Y, N denote the total forces and couples entailed by the functions-i.e. the contributions which they make to the left-hand sides of (12), (13) and (15), respectively, for any closed circular boundary surrounding the origin of co-ordinates. The corresponding actions on other internal boundaries will not be affected because those boundaries do not enclose the origin: consequently it is easy to attach such multipliers to the expressions (16) as will make those 'singularity solutions ' account for the unbalanced resultants of the tractions on each internal boundary severally. (They will also entail tractions on other boundaries, but these will be self-equili brating.) Thus a problem as presented can be modified so th at at every boundary dx/dx, dx/fy and x are single-valued; and apart from constants of integration all three quantities will be known.
Significance of the constants of integration in the boundary values
of dx/dx, dx/dy and x 11.
The constants do not m atter when (as in Part V II A) the plate considered has no perforations; for then they merely entail an addition to x which, being linear in x and y, has no effect upon the stresses. But they m atter in relation to holes, exactly as in the flexural problem ( §3) those constants mattered which defined the rigidbody displacement of the clamp (though now for a physically different reason). Thus a problem still remains.
Conditions of plane stress are contemplated in the argument which follows, but with an altered value for <r it will hold in circumstances of plane strain.* The reason why the constants of integration m atter now is that, while any values will define a solution in which y (and hence all stresses and strains) are single-valued, this solution may entail self -s t r a i n i n g , which is always a possibility in multiply-connecte bodies (cf., e.g., Southwell 1941, Chap. m ) . Consequently the relations which fix the values of the constants are to be sought in the conditions for compatibility of strain. 
1 a2 d2m 1 a2 dx2&vv 2dxdy*xv dxdy 2dydx*xy dy (V) must be satisfied throughout any region in which td is single-valued. Expressed in terms of y the relation (v) is equivalent to (9) of §7, so it will be satisfied by^any solution of th at equation. In relation to a multiply-connected region, however, though necessary it is not sufficient, since it merely requires m, if cyclic, to have the same cyclic constant at every point. To make the constant zero the condition fdm {cos (*» sin (*. v) ds must hold for each internal boundary severally, th at is, by (iv), the condition f [cos < * > v) (le « -+ s i n < * > (4e"_ 5 J;^)}ds = °-* Cf. footnote to §7.
which, expressed in terms of stresses and thence of y, is
When (17) holds in respect of every internal boundary, the fact th at (9), § 7, is satis fied implies th at it will also hold at the external boundary.
13. Similar considerations apply in respect of u and v: having satisfied (17) we have a non-cyclic solution for m which makes the relations (iv) compatible through out the perforated plate; and when (iv) are satisfied then u and v, if cyclic, must have the same cyclic constant throughout. The conditions th at u and v shall be non-cyclic are, respectively, 
which accordingly is equivalent to the first of (vi); and similar treatm ent shows the second of (vi) to be equivalent to
If satisfied in respect of every internal boundary, (18) and (19) will also be satisfied in respect of the external boundary. For the sum for all boundaries of the contour integral in (18) has, by Green's theorem, the value JjV v 2{V2x + ( l -a)pQ]dxdy = 0, since (9) is satisfied; and a similar argument holds in respect of (19).
Orthodox and relaxati treatment
14.
Orthodox treatment, though it does not require th at cyclic constants be eliminated, normally presents insuperable difficulty. For -Relaxation Methods the elimination is necessary: then, however, comparison of (17)- (19)'with (6), §4, shows th at the modified problem can be solved by taking advantage of the analogy which relates
x in the extensional with w in the flexural problem. Thinking of X as representing flexural d i s p l a c e m e n t , we may envisage ' clamps ' which s X, dxfix and dx/dy 'relatively' in the sense of § 3, but which can also undergo rigidbody displacements and thereby impose constants of integration. Now, according to (17)-(19), the clamps must 'float' because the forces acting on each severally are in equilibrium. In other respects the relaxational procedure is unaltered.
III. H oles in relation to Case 'B ' of the ex ten sio n a l problem 15.
In Case 'B ' of the extensional problem the aim is to determine component displacements u and v which are governed by (2), § 1, and of which the boundary values are specified. As in § 3 the specification may be either 'absolute' (so th a t at the outset u and v have known values at every boundary point) or 'relative' in the sense th at a ' clamp ' which imposes known displacements a t an internal boundary is itself free to move as a rigid body (now, in the plane of the plate) under the action of external forces. When the specification is 'absolute', internal boundaries present no special problem. When it is 'relative', three constants are required to define the (sihall) rigid-body displacement of any clamp, since the most general form of this displacement is given by
so here, as in §3, the solution must determine three constants (A, B, C) from the known external forces on each clamp. The relevant formulae are <j>Yvds, N = j>(xYv-y X v)ds,
in which X, Y, N are the (specified) external forces on any particular clamp, and the contour integrals extend to its whole perimeter (i.e. to the internal boundary in 
01? \ in which (as in § 1) fi denotes the modulus of rigidity, A stands for , and
A is the constant so denoted in equations (2).* From (21)- (23) IV. H oles in rela tion to Case 'B ' of th e flex u ra l problem 17.
In Case 'B ' of the flexural problem the aim is to determine the transverse deflexions ( w) of the middle-surface, and from these the stresses, tractions b specified by the boundary conditions: th at is to say, a t every boundary point we have known values of G and of (N -d H / d s ) , quantities which by (4), § 4. In P art V IIA ( § § 9-11) this case was shown to be reducible to a problem mathematically identical with Case 'B ' of the extensional problem ( §15), and like th at problem to be tractable (for Relaxation Methods) by a ' two-diagram technique '. First, a quantity V2w >x was introduced, defined by V2(V2w\) = ZID) [ (14*) and by the boundary condition V2wx = 0; J then, two quantities U and V of which the boundary va1ues has to be calculated from 
These last have the forms of equations (2), § 1, so can be treated as though U and V were extensional displacements and X ly Yt body-forces acting in the plane of the plate, once Vhu1 has been determined from (25) . (This is a standard plane-harmonic problem.) Then, knowing the distributions of U, V and W2w1 throughout the plate, we can compute the flexural stresses from d2w d2w
since to obtain the stress-couples it is only necessary to multiply the left-hand sides of (28) by -D, -D and -\D.
Procedure for elimination of cyclic constants (1) from U and V 18.
In Part V IIA a plate having only one (external) boundary was contemplated, and it was shown that at this boundary U and V as found from (26) are single-valued, the constants of integration having no importance. Neither conclusion holds (in general) when the plate is perforated. Then, (1) cyclic constants may occur in the expressions for U and V, for reasons similar to those adduced in § 8; (2) constants of integration added to U and V at an internal boundary will entail (at points within the plate) changes in the expressions on the right of (28) and consequent changes in the flexural stresses.
19.
The cyclic constants can be brought to zero by making appropriate changes in the boundary condition imposed on V2^. Leaving the first of (25) 
by Green's transformation, S denoting the area contained within the internal boundary.* 20. Since -Vhvx (within the plate) satisfies the equation which is exerted by the membrane on the boundary, and (32) accordingly requirewhen combined with (29) and (33)-th at a flat plate having the shape of the internal boundary, and given a ' block displacement ' such th at a point (x, y) moves trans versely through a distance {A + Bx of the membrane tension and of applied forces and couples measured by Z, (L + CS) and (M + BS). Determination of V2wx is thus a plane-potential problem of a type which was discussed in P art III (Christopherson & Southwell 1938) . When it has been solved, substitution for V2u'x in (31) will render those expressions single-valued. Then, U and V can be computed through the plate from the 'net approximation' to (27), §17, by the same 'two diagram technique' which yields displacements ( uand v) in Case ' B ' of the extensional problem (Section II I ) ; and the stress-couples, if required, can be deduced from (28).
Procedure for elimination of cyclic constants (2) from w
21.
But Part VII A, in propounding those expressions, did not take note of the possibility that they may not be compatible with the existence of a single-valued dis placement (w). This possibility we now consider.
Supposing w to be related with U and V by (28), we can integrate the third of those equations to obtain dfjr dx u = ^: -( ! -: 0-) dw dx* * The normal v is directed into this area. showing th a t 0 is a plane-harmonic function related with the plane-harmonic V2w/ of P art V II A.* I t also gives
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A =^+ l^= (1 + 0 ')V W -(1-<r)V2wi-22. According to (34) and (35) 2
(36) (37) in virtue of (36). Therefore in relation to a closed boundary dw/dx will be cyclic unless -= -^J ( l + < r )^^ + ^j-l-( l-( r ) s in ( ir , j7)(A + 2V2w1)Jt?s,
dw/dy will be cyclic unless
. will (when dw/dx and dwjdy are single-valued) be cyclic unless 
These, which compare with (24), § 15, show that when U, V are treated as extensional displacements, and when they have been made acyclic (single-valued) by a proper choice of V2wx ( §19), then to make w and its first derivatives single-valued we must ensure that X, Y, N shall vanish severally for each internal boundary. (Then they will also vanish at the external boundary, since the plate as a whole is in equilibrium. This can be shown by using Green's transformation on (41); for in the resulting surface-integrals the integrands vanish in virtue of (27).) V. P r in c iples of the relaxational attack
Resume
24.
Excluding cases in which the boundary conditions are 'mixed' ( § 2), we have distinguished four main types of problem concerned with multiply-connected (perforated) plates, and we have seen th at in all four the requirements at an internal boundary amount-either in fact or by analogy-to a specification of external actions on a 'clamp' which is free to move.
In Section I ( § § 3-6) such clamps have real existence, and each can execute a rigidbody displacement under external actions Z, L, M of which the expressions in terms of the transverse displacement ( w) are given in In Section II ( § §7-14) w is replaced by Airy's stress-function y, which-with its first derivatives and 3y/3y-need not (like w) be acyclic because only its second derivatives have physical meaning. It will be cyclic unless ( §,9) the tractions on each internal boundary, severally, are self-equilibrating; and wben it is cyclic, then the problem as presented must be modified by removal of the cyclic constants-a m atter which is discussed in § 10. The modified problem is tractable by Relaxation Methods, once values have been given to the constants of integration which appear in the boundary values of y, dx/dx and 3y/3y: the proper values are those which entail no self-straining ( §11), and these can be determined ( § 14) by the relaxational treatm ent employed in Section I. That is to say, treating y as though it represented flexural displacement, and introducing a rigid but mobile 'clam p' a t each in ternal boundary, we can interpret the conditions for no self-straining (namely, (17)-(19) of §13) as requiring every clamp, severally, to 'float' in the ideal (flexural) problem.
25.
The integral forms of Z, L, M in (6), and of the boundary conditions (17)- (19), entail no difficulty in their application to a net of finite mesh. In all of them v stands for the normal directed outward from the plate-th at is, into the closed internal boundary, consequently Green's transformation applied to (6) 
In the flexural problem (SectionI), Z(x, y) is specified at points within the plate, but within the clamp (since this moves as a rigid body) may have any distribution compatible, according to (42), with the specified values of Z, L, M. In the extensional problem (Section II), Z(x, y) as defined in (44) must vanish at points within the plate, since (44) must be identical with (9), § 7: within the clamp it need not vanish every where, but its distribution must give zero values for Z, L, M according to (42). In either problem, for computation performed on a net of finite mesh, the distributed pressure may be replaced (as is usual) by concentrated forces at nodal points, and the surface integrals in (42) by summations extending to all nodal points within the clamp.
' Clamps ' also make an appearance in Sections II I and IV (in Section IV by analogy); but here they execute rigid-body ('block') displacements in the plane of the plate. Our treatm ent contemplates employment of a ' two-diagram technique '. The total external action on any clamp is the resultant of X, Y, N as related with the displacements by (24), § 15. 
pX, pY denoting (as in (2), § 1) the components of body-force a t points within the clamp, and the integrations (as in § 25) extending to its whole area. Like Z(x, y) in § 25, X and Y may have, within the clamp, any distributions which yield, according to (45), the specified values of X, Y, N ; and may be replaced by concentrated forces at nodal points, in computations performed on nets of finite mesh.
27.
Section IV ( § §17-23) makes Case 'B ' of the flexural problem tractable by analogy on the lines of § §15-16-i.e. by a 'two-diagram technique'; but here additional complication is entailed by the necessity of making the displacement single-valued, and it seems likely th at other methods will be found more con venient. The wanted quantities are U and V as governed by (27) 
in which Z, L, M and S have the meanings explained in § 19. W ith its sign reversed ¥ 2ivx can be interpreted as tension in a membrane loaded by transverse pressure Z/D and attached to a light rigid plate at each internal boundary; and since in (46) v denotes (as in § §25 and 26) the normal directed into this rigid plate, Green's transformation applied to the contour integrals gives as equivalent relations J J Z(x, y) dxdy = Z, Jj*y . Z(x, y) dxdy = L, -J*Jx . Z(x, y) dxdy = M, (42) bis Z(x, y) denoting the pressure within the area of the plate.
28.
The principles of the relaxational technique (including a use of 'block dis placements ' to simulate rigid-body displacements of the ' floating ' plates) have been explained in preceding papers of this series, so do not call for discussion here. Details will be explained most easily in relation to a specific example, and we now turn to an extensional problem of the kind discussed in Section II. This will exemplify every process th a t is entailed by the treatments proposed in Sections I, III and IV, excepting the relatively simple ('plane-harmonic') problem of deter mining in Section IV ; and the extensional is the most important, practically, of the problems set by perforated plates.
VI. D etails of th e relaxational tec h n iq u e
An extensional example
29.
The specific problem is shown in figure 4 : the stresses induced in a flat plate tension member ('tie ') by longitudinal force distributed uniformly over the outer half of either hole. We treat a shape (discussed by Coker & Filon 1931*) in which y c = 1-066, and assume the centres O, O' (figure 4) to be separated by a distance 126. For a tie of this length it may be postulated th at the central part is subjected to simple and uniform tension, and its symmetry permits the problem to be stated in relation to one-half. Considering the half to right of the centre-line in figure 4, we can state the boundary conditions as follows:
along CC, = -£P/c, Yv = 0 / along the remainder of the outer boundary, = 0, 1 P along the arc DED of the circular hole, = 0, 7T 0 along the remainder of the circular hole, = = 0. ,
P then measures the total tension: the total action on the internal (circular) boundary is a force X = P,
and an equal and opposite force is exerted by the stresses which act across CC. The magnitude of the tension is immaterial, since solutions may be multiplied in accord ance with Hooke's law. We give to P and X (in Table 1 ) the value 103, in order to eliminate decimals. We adopt a square-mesh relaxation net of mesh-side = \b.
Initial modification of the 'problem as presented
30.
Proceeding in accordance with § 10, we have first to modify the problem as presented so as to leave self-equilibrating tractions on the circular boundary; and for th at purpose we employ the first of the functions (16), with origin a t O in figure 4 , and with the value 103 given to P ( § 29).
First, from the wanted solution we have to remove the stresses given in column (i) of Table 1 : th at is, from the specified boundary tractions (47) we must deduct, on the circular hole, X v{= -rrcosd) = lO3^, = 103^,
and corresponding expressions on the outer boundary; also, throughout the speci men, stress-components given by X x, X y, Yy = rr x (cos2 6, \ sin sin2 6)
Figures 5 exhibit values of the deducted stresses at nodal points of the chosen net. The specified boundary tractions are (47) with P replaced by its assumed value 103; so the modified boundary tractions can be calculated, and from them acyclic values of Xi dxlty (that is, of y a t nodal points just inside and just outside the boun daries) to be imposed as a 'relative' specification of the 'clamp' displacements in the flexural analogue of § 14. . _JJ8. _I3«. -Q 6. >12. I|6. 
R. V. Southwell
[The relaxational solution 31. The problem now to be solved by Relaxation Methods is to determine y by a use of the biharmonic 'p attern ', permitting such additional ( displacements of the internal boundaries ( ) that each ' floats' freely under zero forces. When this problem has been solved, values of the three stresscomponents can be deduced; and in order to obtain the wanted stress-system it only remains to add the stresses previously deducted-namely, the stresses which are recorded in figures 5.
It is not necessary to explain the now standardized process whereby the relaxational solution was ob tained. In figures 6, the first diagram (a) records the computed values of x (including those which come from displacement of the floating clamps), the other three diagrams record the derived values of Xx, X y and Yy. These latter, which of course are subject to the unavoidable inaccuracies of a method based on finite differences, are in general smaller than the deducted stresses (recorded in figures 5) which of course are exact. Consequently the final solution (obtained by superposition of the stresses from figures 5 and 6) though not exact may be regarded as of high accuracy.
The final solution
32. This final solution is presented in figure 7 , by nodal values and contours of the principal stressdifference, a quantity calculable from the formula 
but are not recorded here.
